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Chapter 1021: Fu Shengying’s Suspicion 

The moment Lei Ning left the Fu Family’s security team, she went straight to Gu Weiwei’s studio. 

But Gu Weiwei was holding auditions, so she was not at the studio and only returned in the afternoon. 

The moment she entered the company, she saw Lei Ning in the guest lounge. “What are you doing 

here?” 

“I am here to apply for an assistant position.” Lei Ning revealed her purpose. 

Gu Weiwei smiled. “I don’t think it is a good idea for you to come.” 

“I was fired by the Fu Family.” Lei Ning knew that she was worried about the Fu Family, so she 

explained. 

Gu Weiwei brought her back to her office. Although she thought that it might have been Fu Hanzheng’s 

arrangement, she still did not believe it. 

“Fired? Why?” 

“I hit Fu Shiyi too hard,” Lei Ning said expressionlessly. 

Yuan Meng, who was drinking water, choked. “That works too?” 

Fu Hanzheng was indeed full of tricks to send someone to her side. 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead and agreed helplessly. 

“Then you can stay. Do you need me to arrange a place for you to stay?” 

Lei Ning thought for a while. “Yes.” 

The Lei Family’s accommodation was arranged by the Fu Family, so of course she could not stay after 

she was fired. 

“Then pack up and stay at Yijing Pavilion with us,” Gu Weiwei said. 

Lei Ning nodded. “Then I will go back and pack.” 

Gu Weiwei threw a look at Yuan Meng who had nothing to do. “Can you do me a favor?” 

“Hang on, if she is an assistant now, I won’t lose my job, right?” Yuan Meng asked. 

She had been an assistant for the purpose of being a bodyguard, but now Fu Hanzheng had arranged for 

someone to be here, so she was totally unnecessary. 

“Not for now, but I think you should find a new job,” Gu Weiwei said. 

One personal assistant and two bodyguards, she could not afford so many people. 



She stayed in the studio to choose the actresses after the audition, and Yuan Meng went to help Lei 

Ning move. 

When she returned to Yijing Pavilion at night, Lei Ning had already moved in. 

Also, she had started to fight with Yuan Meng in the living room. 

“What are you two doing?” 

Seeing her coming back, they both stopped. 

Yuan Meng clapped her hands and said, “My hands were itchy, so we exchanged some moves.” 

Gu Weiwei found it funny. “Then who won?” 

“A draw,” Yuan Meng said. 

She had not expected that Lei Ning, who was so small, could have such explosive strength. If she had not 

had a good foundation, she would have almost failed. 

Although everything was arranged smoothly, Fu Shengying still found out that Lei Ning went to Gu 

Weiwei’s place that night. 

Therefore, he made a call to Fu Shiyi as soon as the night fell and asked him about it. 

Fu Shiyi had expected that he would be interrogated, so he brought back the fracture report from He 

Chi. 

“You fired Lei Ning?” Fu Shengying asked when he saw him entering the house. 

She had just left the Fu Family’s security team and now he was with Gu Weiwei. It was very difficult for 

him not to suspect that they had arranged it on purpose. 

Fu Shiyi pointed at his plastered arm. “She hits me whenever she sees me and now she fractured my 

arm. Can’t I just fire her?” 

“Are you firing her or is it your brother?” Fu Shengying asked. 

“I fired her! She broke my bones! Why can’t I fire her?” Fu Shiyi slapped the film onto the table 

confidently. 

Mrs. Fu picked up the film and looked at his hands worriedly. 

“What is going on? Why are you so heavy-handed?” 

“I just... flirted with her and she beat me up.” Fu Shiyi sat down angrily and said, “It is not a big deal to 

fire her, but I still need to ask her to compensate for the medical fees, delay to my work and mental 

trauma.” 
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“Stop talking nonsense. You fired her and now she is with Gu Weiwei. Do you dare to say that you did 

not plan this?” Fu Shengying obviously did not believe what Fu Shiyi said. 



Fu Shiyi rolled his eyes speechlessly. “You don’t care about me being beaten up, and instead you are 

suspecting me?” 

“Did your brother ask you to do it?” Fu Shengying asked with a serious expression. 

“My brother is not involved with me firing her.” Fu Shiyi stood up angrily when he heard his father’s 

disbelief. 

“Alright, in your eyes, even a security guard of the Fu Family is more important than me, your son. 

Alright, I will invite her back to the Fu Family for you. I will beg her on my knees, alright?” 

“What are you talking about?” Mrs. Fu took hold of Fu Shiyi who was about to leave and threw a 

worried look at his plaster cast arm. “Why did you irritate her?” 

Lei Ning and Shiyi did not have a good relationship, so it was not the first time for them to end up 

fighting. 

“I asked Lei Meng to check something, so I was in a hurry to get it. I then made a small joke and she hit 

me,” Fu Shiyi looked at Mrs. Fu and said pitifully. 

“Then why did she go to Gu Weiwei after she was fired from the Fu Family?” Fu Shengying still did not 

believe that he was the one who did everything. 

“She is gone, I don’t care where she went,” Fu Shiyi said as he was about to get up and leave. “Alright, if 

you suspect that I did it on purpose, then I will invite her back, alright?” 

“Don’t!” Mrs. Fu bellowed and said to Fu Shengying, “Our son is so badly injured, yet you are still 

suspecting him. Are you done?” 

Even if they had arranged for Lei Ning to go there on purpose, so be it. 

Fu Shengying sighed and glanced at Fu Shiyi and gave up on asking him anything more. 

“If you and your second brother dare to help your brother and that woman, I will break your legs.” 

“What does it have to do with our brother? Lei Ning is with Gu Weiwei, what does it have to do with us 

where she goes?” Fu Shiyi snorted and complained. “If you are so worried about our brother and her 

being together, tie our brother up and don’t let him go out.” 

“You...” Fu Shengying was speechless. 

“They divorced according to your request, what else do you want our brother to do? They have not met 

each other since and yet you are so suspicious,” Fu Shiyi mumbled. 

Mrs. Fu also spoke up for him. “Go and care for your flowers, birds, fish and insects, don’t be suspicious 

all the time.” 

Fu Shengying sighed and left with his hands behind his back. 

Seeing him leaving, Fu Shiyi mumbled,”Stubborn old man.” 

“Alright, stop provoking him.” 



Mrs. Fu sighed. Although her husband had changed his opinion of Gu Weiwei after hearing about her 

death, he still could not accept her. 

“What did we do to him? He is being unreasonable.” Fu Shiyi snorted. 

“Alright, I really don’t know what you are up to,” Mrs. Fu said. 

It might look reasonable on the surface, but Hanzheng must have been worried about Gu Weiwei and 

arranged for Lei Ning to be fired. 

Fu Shiyi laughed dryly and stopped arguing. 

“You are indeed my real mother, I can’t hide it from you.” 
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After two days of audition, Gu Weiwei finalized the list of the final actors of Life Reboot and gave it to 

Jolin to discuss the schedule. 

When she finished the work in the afternoon and was about to return to Yijing Pavilion, Ji Cheng and Luo 

Qianqian came to the studio. 

After the wedding was cancelled in Slovakia, although they had returned to the capital, they had also 

not been able to meet. 

Ji Cheng had only heard from Ming Ye that their wedding was cancelled and that Gu Weiwei had moved 

out of the Fu Family. 

That was why she had asked Luo Qianqian to come to the studio with her because she wanted to ask Gu 

Weiwei what had happened. 

Gu Weiwei asked someone to prepare tea for them and closed the office door. 

“You want to ask me about Fu Hanzheng and I?” 

“We were waiting for you to reschedule the wedding and finish the wedding, so why did you move 

out?” Ji Cheng asked worriedly. 

“Something happened, so we are separated for the time being.” Gu Weiwei smiled. 

“Did you break up with Fu Hanzheng?” Luo Qianqian asked. 

Gu Weiwei shook her head. “No, I was busy with the opening of the studio, so I did not meet you.” 

“Then why did you move out? What happened on that day and why was Gu Siting at your wedding?” Ji 

Cheng asked a few questions. 

Gu Weiwei smiled. “It is a bit complicated, thank you for your concern. I will inform you when we are 

getting married again.” 

“Weiwei...” Seeing her unwillingness to answer, Ji Cheng sighed in disappointment. 

“Alright, as long as you two are fine.” Luo Qianqian did not ask anything more. 



Since she was not willing to tell them, it was obviously not convenient for her to tell them. 

No matter how close friends were, there were always some things that they did not want to tell 

outsiders. She understood. 

Ji Cheng was about to ask when Luo Qianqian stopped her. 

“If you two have nothing else to do, why don’t you come to my new home for dinner?” Gu Weiwei 

invited them with a smile. 

“Okay.” Luo Qianqian agreed. 

Gu Weiwei brought them downstairs and drove them back to Yijing Pavilion. 

Ji Cheng had been annoyed at her for not telling them the truth, but the moment she entered her home, 

she was attracted by the sight of Yuan Bao and forgot about her anger. 

The two of them ate dinner at Yijing Pavilion and had fun until late at night, before Lei Ning drove them 

home. 

Ji Cheng sighed on the way. “Weiwei never tells us the truth.” 

“No matter how close we are, she can’t possibly talk about everything.” Luo Qianqian saw through Ji 

Cheng and sighed. “Also, even if she tells us about it, we can’t help her.” 

Ji Cheng thought for a while and agreed. 

Even if she really told them her troubles, they would not be able to solve anything that she, who was so 

smart and excellent, could not solve. 

“So if she doesn’t want to tell you, don’t ask, lest you cause trouble,” Luo Qianqian said. 

If he forced her to tell him something she was not willing to tell him, it would only add to his troubles. 

Ji Cheng sighed as she leaned against the window. “The wedding was so perfect and her wedding gown 

was so beautiful. It is a pity that the wedding was not completed.” 

“Don’t worry, you still have a chance to be the bridesmaid,” Luo Qianqian said. 

As long as she and Fu Hanzheng did not break up, the wedding would be held one day. They only 

needed to pray for her and wait for that day. 

She would leave the rest to her and time. 

Chapter 1024: Secret Date in Dubai 

After two busy days, she finished the audition work and finished the remaining jobs. 

Gu Weiwei was about to go to Dubai and meet Fu Hanzheng for a date but she had to deal with Anthony 

Gustav first. 

So she went across the road and invited Anthony Gustav home for dinner. 



“Weiwei, I am very happy about your invitation, but... I want to know why?” Anthony Gustav was feeling 

a bit flattered by the sudden invitation. 

He knew very well that she was not friendly enough to invite him to lunch. 

“Well... I need your help with something, so let’s have lunch as my way of thanking you in advance,” Gu 

Weiwei said helplessly. 

Anthony Gustav still did not believe that she would invite him to her house for dinner. 

“Whether you come over or not, I can just find someone else to help me,” Gu Weiwei said, seeing that 

he was suspecting her motives. 

“Okay I’ll come, I will get changed and come over.” Anthony Gustav instantly agreed. 

Gu Weiwei smiled in satisfaction, turned around and returned to her own home. She nodded at Yuan 

Meng and the others, indicating that they had succeeded on the invitation 

A few minutes later, Anthony Gustav came knocking at the door and attended their lunch. 

“Can I ask what you need my help with?” 

“We need to make some scenes that include the Swedish Royal Family for the movie, so... we need the 

permission of the Royal Family.” Gu Weiwei made up an excuse. 

“I see, that is easy.” Anthony Gustav nodded. 

Gu Weiwei said with a smile as she ate, “It’s great that you can help.” 

Anthony Gustav picked up his knife and fork for the meal and Yuan Shuo asked him, “What’s wrong, is 

the food not to your liking?” 

Since they knew that he did not eat Chinese food, they had prepared a special western meal for him. 

“Weiwei rarely cooks, so give it to me if you don’t want it,” Yuan Meng said and tried to steal his plate. 

Hearing these words, Anthony Gustav held onto his plate and elegantly picked up his knife and fork to 

eat his meal 

Of course he could not miss out on the lunch she herself had prepared in the kitchen. 

However, this meal made him increasingly sleepy. 

He forced himself to finish the food, managed to put down the knife and fork and immediately fell 

asleep on the table. 

Gu Weiwei looked at Anthony Gustav who had fallen asleep. “How long will he be asleep for?” 

“If he wakes up before tomorrow night, I will change my surname to yours,” Yuan Meng said proudly. 

She had put in so much energy, it would be weird if he did not sleep for one day and one night. 

Yuan Shuo checked the time and said, “It is getting late, go to the airport.” 

Gu Weiwei and Lei Ning went upstairs to get the luggage they had packed and went to the airport. 



Anthony Gustav’s men watched her get into the car in the villa opposite them, but thinking that Anthony 

Gustav was still in his home, they did not do anything and watched them leave. 

Gu Weiwei and Lei Ning arrived at the airport and boarded the next plane they could. 

However, instead of flying straight to Dubai, they went to Paris and stayed there for a day before 

heading to Dubai. 

When she arrived, Fu Hanzheng was already at the villa hotel. 

The moment she opened the door, she fell into the familiar arms. They held each other for a long while 

before Gu Weiwei realized that Lei Ning was still behind her. 

She released him in embarrassment and looked at Lei Ning who had a straight face. 

Fu Hanzheng said straightforwardly, “Room 7 is where you live, we will contact you if anything 

happens.” 

Lei Ning nodded and dragged her luggage to her room. 

Now that she had delivered her safely, she was free for the next few days. 
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The moment Lei Ning left, Fu Hanzheng closed the door and kissed her forehead. 

“Are you tired?” 

She could have flown straight here, but instead she flew to Paris first so that no one would suspect her 

and then rushed here from Paris. 

Gu Weiwei shook her head. “I’m no longer tired after seeing you.” 

“I will ask someone to deliver the food, you can eat something before resting,” Fu Hanzheng said and 

then made a call to the private butler of the hotel. 

Gu Weiwei did not want to let go of his waist. After the wedding, their meetings had become very rare 

and a luxury. 

“Must we travel so far when we meet in the future?” 

Fu Hanzheng could tell that she sounded lonely. He sat down on the sofa with her in his arms and 

removed her face mask. 

“If the collaboration with Dubai is reached, I can stay here for one year to supervise it. Then we will have 

a long time to meet.” 

When they met in their home country, they had to worry about the Old Lady, his father’s attitude and 

also her fans. 

Therefore, after agreeing to the divorce, he had been actively negotiating with the company about this 

important project. 

If they could reach an agreement this time, he would have one year to stay here with her. 



“Then how much longer do I have to wait?” Gu Weiwei asked in surprise. 

Fu Hanzheng estimated and said, “When your movie is done, we can come here.” 

Due to the request of the Old Lady and his father, he could no longer meet her in the country. 

But he could not stand the days when they could not meet. 

Therefore, he had to come up with some important projects so that he could stay abroad and meet her. 

Gu Weiwei looked up and kissed his lips. “Thanks.” 

She had been worried about their next meeting, but he had already made all the arrangements. 

Fu Hanzheng sighed and took hold of the girl in his arms. 

“Sorry, Weiwei, you have to suffer because of my family.” 

“Don’t say sorry, I am not blaming you.” Gu Weiwei covered his mouth. Their divorce was forced. 

But they were only divorced, not broken up. 

Fu Hanzheng reached out for her hand and looked down at the ring on her finger. 

“I will try my best to make you Mrs. Fu properly as soon as possible.” 

It was obviously impossible for him to persuade the Old Lady and his father. 

Therefore, they had to think of another way to convince them to let go of the knot in their hearts and 

completely accept her as a member of the Fu Family. 

“Got it, Mr. Fu.” Gu Weiwei chuckled. 

Be it before or now, he had been working hard for them to be together. 

Also, he always kept his promises. 

She believed that he would not make her wait too long. 

They were just enjoying the sweet meeting when the doorbell rang. The private butler had brought 

them food. 

Fu Hanzheng got up, opened the door and asked her to follow him, so that he could eat with her. 

“Have a good rest after the meal. I have a meeting outside and will be back in about three hours.” 

Actually, he should have left long ago, but he did not want her to come so far away and wait for him to 

finish his work. 

So he postponed the meeting and ate with her before leaving. 

“Yes.” Gu Weiwei nodded and said, “I did not sleep well in Paris yesterday and so I am actually very 

sleepy.” 



Fu Hanzheng finished the food with her and said before he left, “Call Lei Ning or the private butler here 

if you need anything. I will be back soon.” 

“Got it, go now, it is all up to you whether we can stay here for a year or not.” Gu Weiwei could not 

stand his hesitation and pushed him towards the door. 
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Fu Hanzheng kissed her on the lips as he was about to leave. 

“Sleep early.” 

Seeing him leaving, Gu Weiwei closed the door, washed herself up and went to bed. 

Due to the busy days and the lack of rest in Paris, she slept deeply. 

So she did not even notice when Fu Hanzheng came home and slept in bed with her. 

But when she woke up early in the morning, she saw a familiar face right in front of her. 

She looked at him for a while and playfully outlined the man’s cold face. 

Fu Hanzheng took hold of her hands and kissed them. 

“Are you awake?” 

“When did you come home?” Gu Weiwei asked with a smile. 

Fu Hanzheng looked down at the smiling girl in his arms lazily. “You were sleeping so well that I didn’t 

want to wake you up.” 

“Do you have any work today?” Gu Weiwei asked. 

Fu Hanzheng thought for a while. “I have a meeting at four in the afternoon, you can have me for all of 

the time before four.” 

Gu Weiwei blinked and suddenly suggested. “Let’s take a walk by the sea and then come back for 

breakfast?” 

“Okay.” 

Fu Hanzheng kissed her forehead and got up from the bed. 

They both washed their faces, brushed their teeth, got changed into comfortable clothes and left. 

They were only a few minutes from the sea, and they soon arrived at the beach. 

As the cool sea breeze blew across her face, Gu Weiwei excitedly removed her shoes and walked along 

the beach with him, one hand holding the shoes. 

There were only the two of them on the beach early in the morning and the sand felt a bit cold. 

Occasionally, the waves would hit the beach and reach her feet. 

“You like the sea?” Fu Hanzheng asked, seeing her excitement. 



Gu Weiwei looked at the rising sun and said happily, “Yes, it feels great to be able to see the sunshine on 

the sea early in the morning.” 

Fu Hanzheng nodded thoughtfully. “Okay.” 

Gu Weiwei turned to the man next to her and said with a smile, “But it is still not as good as seeing you 

in the morning.” 

Fu Hanzheng chuckled. He felt the same way. 

Before they met, they had always lived together, even if they occasionally missed each other due to 

work. 

Neither she nor he was used to being separated. 

He had experienced the disappointment of being forced to face an empty home every day, when he 

returned home and opened his eyes in the morning. 

He sighed and gripped her hands tightly as he said apologetically, “I have disappointed you.” 

He had not dealt with the conflict at home in time, so it was very difficult for them to meet. 

“No, even if I can’t see you every morning, you are still in my heart. You can’t run away,” Gu Weiwei said 

those sweet words easily. 

In this relationship, he had always been the one taking the initiative and giving more. 

But she could not always enjoy his love and care, yet when he and his family were in conflict because of 

her, he still wanted to stand by her side unconditionally. 

He was indeed on her side unconditionally, but it would take time and opportunity to solve this 

problem, and before that, she needed to compromise and take a step back. 

Love was always mutual. He had compromised on the grudge between the two families and chosen to 

continue loving her, so what was her compromise and retreat? 

They were just taking a sweet walk, when the phone in her pocket rang. She released the hand holding 

hers and went to get the phone. 

Fu Hanzheng took the shoes she was holding with one hand and continued to hold her hand with the 

other. 

Gu Weiwei smiled and picked it up when she saw that it was a domestic number. 

She picked it up and heard Meng Ruya’s proud voice. 

“Mu Weiwei, I heard that you and President Fu are finally divorced. You should have known better. You 

are not even fit to carry the shoes of the Fu Family!” 

Gu Weiwei looked at the man who was holding her shoes and felt amused. 
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Meng Ruya talked for a long time but did not hear her reply. She thought that she had provoked her. 



“Mu Weiwei, you better work hard at being an actress, don’t ever think about him belonging to you.” 

“I won’t, but I hope you succeed.” Gu Weiwei was not in the mood to be disturbed, so she hung up and 

switched off her phone. 

She had thought that it was a call from the studio or the crew, but it turned out to be from Meng Ruya. 

She had blocked her account and now she was mocking her by using another account. 

It was as if she and Fu Hanzheng would marry after they divorced. 

Seeing her hanging up and switching off the phone, Fu Hanzheng asked in surprise, “Who is it?” 

“One of your admirers. She called me to congratulate me because she heard that we were divorced,” Gu 

Weiwei said. 

Fu Hanzheng looked cold and checked the time on his watch. 

“It is getting late, let’s go home for breakfast?” 

Gu Weiwei nodded and turned back the way she came. When she was about to go ashore, she sat down 

in an empty beach chair and was about to put on her shoes. 

Fu Hanzheng picked up her shoes, brushed off the sand on her feet and put them on one after another. 

After putting on the shoes for her, he took her hand and they returned to the villa. 

The moment he returned to the room, he made a call and asked the private butler to deliver breakfast. 

The moment he hung up the phone, he saw Gu Weiwei sitting in front of the piano by the French 

window. 

The sound of the piano arose in the villa. The girl was playing the piano and nodding along, looking very 

cute and charming. 

Fu Hanzheng sat down on the sofa not far away and listened to the girl’s improvised performance with 

interest. 

The morning light shone in through the floor-to-ceiling window and fell upon the girl who was playing 

the piano. The girl’s long fingers seemed to dance happily on the piano keys and his heart seemed to 

dance along with her fingertips. 

It turned out that a morning with sunshine and music, together with her, would be so wonderful. 

A long while later, Gu Weiwei stopped playing and asked him with a smile, “Does it sound nice?” 

“Very wonderful,” Fu Hanzheng said with a smile. He could tell that she was very happy from the sound 

of the piano. 

Gu Weiwei smiled mysteriously. “Do you know what song it is?” 

Fu Hanzheng thought for a while and shook his head, indicating that he did not know. 

“This is not a masterpiece by a master composer, so you have never heard of it before.” 



“Oh this is called good morning, my dearest Mr. Fu.” Gu Weiwei smiled brightly and played the song for 

him again. 

Fu Hanzheng smiled and looked at the girl who was playing happily, looking very gentle. 

It was not until the private butler rang the doorbell that Gu Weiwei stood up and bowed. 

“Thank you for your appreciation, today’s performance is over.” 

Fu Hanzheng clapped for her with a smile and asked the private butler to deliver the food. 

It had been a long time since they last met, and every minute they spent together was filled with 

sweetness and happiness, even when they looked at each other in the mirror and smiled. 

They ate breakfast happily and Fu Hanzheng received two work calls. 

Gu Weiwei was just slowly unpacking the luggage she had tossed aside the night before, when she 

found that the sexy underwear, which she had tossed into the wardrobe, were in her luggage. 

She gritted her teeth. Yuan Meng must have stuffed them in her suitcase when she was not paying 

attention. 

And not just one, but all of them. 
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Fu Hanzheng threw a look at her over the top of his phone and she was so startled that she closed the 

luggage. 

He raised his eyebrows in surprise, not understanding what she was doing. 

Then he said with one hand over the phone, “Get changed, let’s go out.” 

Gu Weiwei nodded with a dry smile. When he turned around, she opened the luggage and found the 

clothes. 

At this moment, she realized something else. 

Yuan Meng not only put sexy lingerie into her box but also took away the clothes she had prepared for 

herself. 

Therefore, apart from the sexy lingerie Yuan Meng gave her, she had nothing else to change into. 

Fu Hanzheng made a call and saw her sitting on the carpet, staring at the luggage with a bitter face. 

“What is it?” 

“I forgot something at home,” Gu Weiwei came back to herself and said. 

“Buy whatever you need later,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Gu Weiwei shook her head. “It’s nothing important, so there’s no need to buy it.” 

She did not want to buy underwear with him, so she decided to wait for him to finish his work tomorrow 

so that she could go out and buy them herself. 



Forget it, it was just for today. He was going out in the afternoon and it would be very late when he 

returned. 

So she did not have to remove her clothes. 

She grabbed one set, wrapped it in her coat and went into the bathroom to get changed. 

“Where are you going?” 

After she came out, Fu Hanzheng got changed and took her out of the house. Then he drove to the 

Arabian Bay and showed her several villas. 

“Anything you like here?” 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while. “The ancient city of Jumera and the one I saw just now are both good.” 

It was a quiet and peaceful place with beautiful scenery. 

“Pick a place where we can live in the future,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Although there were still more than two months before she could come here, she happened to be here 

with him this time, so she should choose the place. 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while and said, “Let’s go to the one by the sea. I like places where I can take a 

walk by the sea in the morning.” 

Fu Hanzheng nodded. “Then let’s choose there.” 

“Are you sure that we can move in in two months?” Gu Weiwei asked with a smile. 

“Of course.” Fu Hanzheng checked the time and said, “It is getting late, let’s go for lunch and then I will 

drive you home.” 

The two of them went to the nearest restaurant called Pierchic. The restaurant was located on the sea 

and connected to the coast through a long corridor. It was a place where they could admire the scenery 

of the Arabian Gulf and it was hailed as the most romantic restaurant in Arabia. 

The dishes were exquisite seafood dishes that tasted fresh and exquisite, like works of art. 

Fu Hanzheng accompanied her for lunch and drove her back to the villa hotel before four. 

They had just returned to the room when his phone rang. He answered the call, got changed and was 

about to leave. 

Gu Weiwei asked as she helped him with the tie, “What time will you be back?” 

“Not sure now, it depends on how the meeting goes. If you want to go out, ask Lei Ning to go out with 

you,” Fu Hanzheng said with a gentle voice. 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while and shook her head. 

“Forget it, I have been out running around for hours and I am tired, I want to take a rest.” 

Fu Hanzheng kissed her lips as he whispered, “I will finish the work as soon as possible.” 



Gu Weiwei saw him off and started to read the script she had brought with her, trying to figure out the 

roles. 

Yuan Meng made a call and said proudly, “Did you notice my surprise?” 
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Gu Weiwei had forgotten about this matter, but when she heard her words, she was furious. 

“Who asked you to touch my things?” 

“Just preparing a small surprise for your s*x life.” Yuan Meng smiled sinisterly. 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. “You shouldn’t have!” 

“Why are you angry? I am just trying to help you finish your plan of having a child as soon as possible,” 

Yuan Meng said as she chewed the apple. “You two have slept together so many times, and yet you are 

not even pregnant yet. I am starting to suspect that something is wrong with you two.” 

“You are the weird one!” Gu Weiwei snapped. 

She was just affected by the drugs that were injected into her when she was at the Gu Family, so it was 

not easy for her to get pregnant. 

“My son is already three years old, there’s clearly nothing wrong or weird with me.” Having said these 

words, Yuan Meng warned her out of kindness. “This week, apart from Fu Hanzheng’s work time, you 

must take every opportunity to make a baby, understand?” 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead speechlessly. She did not want to talk about her private life anymore. 

“By the way, where is Anthony Gustav?” 

“He woke up last night and is angrily looking for you. But don’t worry, he won’t be able to find you 

before you return,” Yuan Meng said confidently. 

How could she let the third wheel disturb such an important occasion? 

Gu Weiwei felt a bit relieved. Now that she knew what she wanted to know, she was not in the mood to 

talk with her any longer. 

“I am hanging up.” 

“Remember what I said, make use of all the time you have to make babies.” Yuan Meng stressed the 

important mission again before hanging up. 

Gu Weiwei managed to hang up before she finished the words. 

Although she also wanted to get pregnant, she did not want to get pregnant now. 

When they returned home, the movie was going to start and if she was pregnant, everything would 

stop. 

When the movie was finished, they would have a lot of time to move here, so there was no need to 

hurry. 



She was just thinking when the sound of a car arose from outside. Soon the door opened and Fu 

Hanzheng returned after the meeting. 

“Finished?” Gu Weiwei put down the script and asked. 

“It is not a matter that can be settled in one or two days, so I thought it better to come home for 

dinner.” Fu Hanzheng unbuttoned his sleeves and removed his suit jacket. 

Gu Weiwei chuckled. Normally, at this hour of the meeting, he should be drunk, but he was here for 

dinner with her, unafraid of offending anyone else. 

Fu Hanzheng asked the private butler to prepare dinner and said to her, “Prince Walid has a banquet 

tomorrow night, are you coming?” 

“Should I go?” Gu Weiwei asked. 

If she had not been worried before, they would have to be very cautious now, when they were worried 

about the Old Lady of the Fu Family and Fu Shengying. 

“It is just a private banquet. The villa you like was given to you by the Prince,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

“Then... let’s go.” Gu Weiwei laughed dryly. 

The wealthy royal family was indeed different. They gave away the villa instantly. 

When the private butler delivered the dinner, they ate it together and Fu Hanzheng went to take a 

shower and changed into his pajamas. 

When he came out, he saw that she was still reading the script and taking notes, so he sat down next to 

her. 

“Is Anthony Gustav disturbing you?” 

“One is upstairs at work and the other is watching the door at home. If I was not so strong-hearted, I 

would have collapsed,” Gu Weiwei mumbled as she wrote the analysis notes. 

“You can get back at him when the movie starts,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Gu Weiwei stopped writing and looked at him. “Aren’t you... currently not allowed to care about me?” 

“No one will bother you.” Fu Hanzheng chuckled. 

It was not convenient for him to interfere, but he could let the people who could control Anthony 

Gustav do so. 

“It would be best if we can get him to leave before the filming starts,” Gu Weiwei said. 

Otherwise, she had no doubt that that man would join the crew and appear in front of her every day. 

Chapter 1030: You Didn’t Want Me to See? 

“Okay, I will go back and tell them,” Fu Hanzheng said and closed her script. 

Gu Weiwei reached out for it. “I am not done yet.” 



Fu Hanzheng tossed it onto the other side of the sofa. “Why are you staring at the script when you are 

not even at home?” 

Gu Weiwei put down the pen and said with a smile, “Alright, I won’t read the script, I’ll forget about it.” 

Satisfied, Fu Hanzheng took her into his arms and whispered with his head against her forehead, “Do 

you want me?” 

Gu Weiwei looked at the man’s gentle eyes and smiled. 

“If you don’t want to, I will read the script.” 

With one hand over her face, Fu Hanzheng kissed the girl’s soft lips gently and passionately. 

Gu Weiwei responded to the man’s kiss gently, and as their breaths intertwined, she became even more 

passionate. 

The man kissed her cheeks with one hand and unbuttoned her pajamas with the other, but she did not 

notice anything. 

It was not until the man was about to kiss her neck did she realize what was going on. She retreated and 

panted as she gripped her pajamas. 

“Not today.” 

Fu Hanzheng looked at the girl’s glistening eyes in astonishment. She was obviously in the mood. 

“Why?” 

He had not disturbed her before because she had been too tired. 

Gu Weiwei looked away guiltily and mumbled, “I am on my period...” 

Damn Yuan Meng, she had not changed her underwear, so she was forced to wear the sexy underwear 

she had left in the luggage. But she was too ashamed to show it to Fu Hanzheng. 

“I remember that you are not on your period these past two days.” Fu Hanzheng exposed her lie. 

“Well...” Gu Weiwei said resolutely with a bitter face, “I just can’t do it today. ” 

Fu Hanzheng lowered his head and kissed her ears as he whispered, “Why? Tell me the truth.” 

“I... I...” 

Gu Weiwei stuttered and could not utter a word. The pajamas were pulled open, revealing the sexy 

underwear. 

Fu Hanzheng sized up the fiery red, sexy underwear on her. “Because you don’t want me to see this?” 

Gu Weiwei replied with a glowering expression, “Yuan Meng replaced my underwear, this isn’t mine.” 

Fu Hanzheng carried her off the sofa and returned to the master bedroom, laughing as he walked. 

“I have seen you without it, and yet you are afraid that I will see it.” 



“...” Gu Weiwei had no words to counter him. 

Fu Hanzheng put her into bed and praised her as he placed his forehead against hers. 

“Don’t worry, you look very pretty.” 

It was very tempting. 

The bright red color made the girl’s fair skin look even more lustrous and jade-like, which suited his 

taste. 

In the end, Gu Weiwei was so exhausted that she failed to get up the following morning. 

Satisfied, Fu Hanzheng got up early, kissed the sleeping girl, took a shower and got changed. 

Then he asked someone to deliver the breakfast. 

He was eating breakfast elegantly as he leafed through the international financial newspaper that was 

delivered with breakfast. 

Gu Weiwei did not wake up until noon. The moment she opened her eyes, she cursed Yuan Meng 

inwardly. 

No matter how elegant and spoiling of a man he was, he was not elegant when he was in bed. She had 

begged for mercy and he became even worse. 

 


